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Young Earth School student on the
Lower Eastside with his handmade pinhole camera balanced on a limb as he
prepares to photograph in a vacant
neighborhood lot garden
©David J. Spear

Yankees. For five years he would
show up at Yankee Stadium on
game day, buy the cheapest ticket
in the highest “nosebleed” section
and look down on the game hundreds of feet below.
Barely able to see the players
far below, Spear took photographs, not of the players but
of the spectators. Careful not to
photograph their faces, David’s
chronicle of those games is of the
backs of heads of park patrons
watching the action. Unidentifiable as anything more than
anonymous members of the
crowd in the most famous ballpark of the greatest ball team in
the world, they are witness to
more than five years of Abner
Doubleday’s invention, America’s national past time.

In East Harlem on the Lower
Eastside and in Hell’s Kitchen in
New York City David worked
with children in five inner city
high schools teaching as many as
seven classes a week. His goal
was to expose kids to photography
as a way of teaching them about
the world around them. In one
photograph a young boy is
caught moments before opening
the “shutter” on a pinhole camera
he made from a box of Ilford 4x5
black and white film. It’s easy to
see his joy in what he is doing.
After many years in crowded
quarters the International Center
of Photography moved to more
spacious “digs” in a well secured
building on the Avenue of the
Americas. There was no more
need for a night watchman.
David was without a job.
In 2000, David came west to
Montana, and he’s been here ever
since.
David takes on short term
projects as well. In a visit to
Choteau, Montana on the east
side of the Rocky Mountains as
part of an artist’s residency with
the Montana Arts Council David
went to teach for two weeks at
Choteau High School. During a
break from his work at the high
school he visited a small colony
of the Hutterite religious sect. He
stepped into another world.
The Hutterites are a deeply religious, tightly knit community.
They live in small “colonies” of
about 100 members and share all
worldly goods. Unlike the Amish,
Hutterites have no reservations
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about using modern equipment
and appliances, though they
do not watch television because
it intrudes on their sense of
community.
The Hutterites are one of Montana’s
largest producers of pork. The
Miller Hutterite colony near
Choteau also recently began
shipping “farm raised” Coju
“Sweet Spring Salmon” for sale
in Washington and Oregon.
Hutterite regard for and their
care of their children is well
known. When David visited the
Miller Colony, he exposed three
rolls of film in a very short time,
recording schoolchildren playing
during “recess.” He says Elders
of the colony allowed the children
to look through the camera
viewfinder, but the children were

Miller Hutterite Colony Schoolchildren at
play during recess ©David J. Spear

not allowed to touch the shutter
button.
It was only during a fifteenminute recess David seized the
opportunity to photograph the
children without interruption by
the teacher. His 16x20 enlargements of those three roles have
pride of place in his darkroom as
examples of rare “decisive moments.”

In 2007 David applied for a
grant to bring a group of his students to the Photographers Formulary for a day in the Formulary darkrooms. Like many young
people of limited means, this was
their first chance to see a world
outside their very small living
space. The field trip was a success.
David followed up with a
much larger project. He applied
for national grants and tribal financial aid to take a group of
fifteen students to New York
City for a week. Students held
fund raisers and in May 2016
David and his students headed
east for a trip of a lifetime.
Because of his long association
with the International Center for
Photography David was able to
draw on professional contacts
and associations. David’s students
came with examples of their
work and mounted a show at the
Lower Eastside Girls Club of
New York City. They met with
noted professionals and received
critiques and advice about their
works.
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on the Flathead Reservation.
magic of this art
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form. In addition to before you know it there’s the
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bell for lunch. The Formulary is
situated on 26 acres of forest on
the banks of the Swan River.
Students are encouraged to take
their meals onsite. Lynn and her
kitchen crew make every meal
special. Afternoon classes end
with a call to dinner.
After dinner you’ll have free
run of the Formulary’s state of
the art darkrooms. There are
three darkrooms, two for Alternative Processes and a traditional “wet” darkroom. Formulary
staff refresh the chemistry on a
regular basis so you have the best
chance for success, no matter
your skill level.
The week passes quickly and
before you know it Friday morning rolls around and with it the
final chance to show your stuff
and to exchange prints.
So sign up now for “The Magic
of Black & White Photography,”
and be prepared for a unique
experience at the Photographers
Formulary. You’ll leave with new
skills and a portfolio of your
latest work. By the way, Lynn
Wilson will make sure you don’t
go home hungry!

Student-Seward Park High School
©David J. Spear

Creative Learning Community School in East Harlem 2 Brothers
rewinding a roll of film they shared photographing in the neighborhood. ©David J. Spear
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“Through Eyes of an Inchworm”
©David J. Spear

Students from Creative Learning Community School in East
Harlem: “Friends with cameras in the school yard.”
©David J. Spear

Creative Learning Community School Student in East Harlem-:
“Self Portrait”, ©David J. Spear
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Rainbow over the Mission Mountains west of the
Photographers Formulary

Just in Time for Summer!
Here are our Specials for April 27 – May 25, 2022
All Alterna>ve Process kits shown here are 20% oﬀ.
07-0080 Formulary Van Dyke Prin5ng Kit 25 8x10 142g regular $58.95 NOW $47.16
07-0091 Formulary Cyanotype Kit 24 8x10 2.9 lb. regular $24.95 NOW $19.96
07-0092 Formulary Liquid Cyanotype Kit 20 4x5 .9 lb. regular $24.95 NOW $19.96
07-0095 Formulary New Cyanotype Kit 50 8x10 95g regular $24.95 NOW $19.96
07-0100 Formulary Classic Gum Bichromate Kit 35-40 8x10 482g regular $34.95 NOW $27.96
07-0105 Formulary Contemporary Gum Bichromate Kit 35-40 8x10 502g regular $49.95 NOW $39.96
07-0110 FormularySalted Plain POP Kit 20 8x10 198g $76.95 regular NOW $61.56
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